
Mater ials going 
t hr ough a phase
Phase transit ions, such as the 
rearrangement of molecules in a liquid 
crystal display or the onset of super-
conduct ivity at low temperature, are 
key  to technologies that rely on funct ional 
material propert ies. Many phase 
transit ions are triggered by thermal 
fluctuat ions of atoms and molecules. 
The ability to tailor these fluctuat ions 
could lead to new phases of matter 
relevant to, for example, spintronic 
applicat ions for highly compact, energy-
saving devices. However, the collect ive 
effects of t iny thermal jiggles in large 
ensembles of part icles are incredibly 
difficult  to model using first  principles.

In this work, researchers used dynamic soft  
x-ray scattering data (speckle patterns) to 
study how nanoscale thermal fluctuat ions 
give rise to a phase transit ion in a magnetic 
thin film. Their analysis revealed a simple 
formula that signals the onset of a phase 
transit ion, irrespect ive of the system?s 
microscopic details.

Finger pr int ing Fe-Ge f i lms 
The researchers studied an amorphous 
iron germanium (Fe-Ge) magnetic thin film 
that exhibits stripe domains with helical 
spin texture. As the temperature or the 
iron content increases, the material 
undergoes a phase transformation to a 
paramagnetic state, where the spins align 
only in an external magnetic field.

Coherent x-ray diffract ion patterns arising 
from the helical stripe phase consist of a 
large number of speckles because of the 
non-homogeneity (periodicity and 
orientat ion) of the stripe domains in real 
space. The observed speckle pattern is a 
fingerprint of the domain morphology, and 
changes in the speckle pattern indicate 
changes in morphology.

Fir st  quantum-mater ial 
st udy at  COSMIC
At ALS Beamline 7.0.1.1 (COSMIC 
Scattering), the researchers used resonant 
and coherent x-ray scattering tuned to the 
Fe L3 edge. Resonant x-ray scattering 
measurements are sensit ive to stat ic 
magnetic structure and spat ial correlat ion 
length (the spat ial extent of fluctuat ions at 

Scient i f ic 
Achievement
Using the Advanced Light Source 
(ALS), researchers discovered 
that nanoscale spin fluctuat ions 
deep inside ordered states of a 
magnetic film can characterize 
phase transit ions, independent of 
underlying magnetic interact ions.

Signi f icance 
and Impact
The results provide a new path 
to predict ing and understanding 
phase transit ions in materials 
relevant to high-density, energy-
efficient microelectronics.Coherent  x-ray scat tering from a magnet ic thin film produces speckle pat terns that  reflect  

fluctuat ions in the spin texture of the material?s domains. In iron germanium (Fe-Ge), the t ransit ion 
from an ordered magnet ic st ripe phase to a less ordered phase begins with the appearance of 
localized fluctuat ion ?hot  spots? (red circles) at  various Fe concentrat ions (x in the formula FexGe1-x) 

and temperatures (T). TSt is the st ripe t ransit ion temperature.

Fluctuat ions Mark Phase 
Changes in Magnet ic Fi lms
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a given point in t ime), while coherent x-ray 
scattering enables t ime-dependent 
measurements.

Notably, this is the first  study of a 
quantum material done at the COSMIC 
scattering branch, which has an end-
stat ion specifically for fluctuat ion 
studies. It  involved a close collaborat ion 
between the ALS and the Non-Equilibrium 
Magnetic Materials (NEMM) program, 
based in the Materials Sciences Division of 
Berkeley Lab.

Seeds of chaos wi t hin or der
The results showed that the origin of the 
helical-to-paramagnetic phase transit ion 
lies in the appearance of areas of enhanced 
fluctuat ion, or ?hot spots,? deep within 
ordered regions. The hot spots depend on 
Fe concentrat ion and appear randomly at 
low temperatures in a small fract ion of 
domains. Close to the phase transit ion, all 
domains start  to fluctuate randomly for all 
Fe concentrat ions. The fluctuat ing fract ion, 
when normalized to magnetizat ion for 
different Fe concentrat ions, was found to 
follow a single power-law behavior, 

suggest ing that the nature of the transit ion 
can be described in terms of the underlying 
spat io-temporal fluctuat ions.

Controlling and tailoring the fluctuat ing 
fract ion could lead to new phase-transit ion 
pathways and possibly new phases of 
matter. Furthermore, this methodology 
can be applied to other systems exhibit ing 
fluctuat ion? biological and social science 
phenomena, for example, where models of 
how various condit ions contribute to 
certain outcomes (growth models) are 
often used to predict the emergence new 
species and catastrophic events.
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Fluctuat ion normalized to magnet izat ion as a 
funct ion of T/TSt for Fe concentrat ions x = 0.51, 
0.52, and 0.53. All three curves can be fit ted 

with a power law of form y = x?, where ? = 6.1 ± 
0.3, obtained after fit t ing.
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Temporal heterogeneity. Magnified images of speckle-pat tern evolut ion at  210 K for Fe concentrat ion x = 0.52 from 1.9 to 1900 s. Light  blue and 
red dot ted circles show a stat ic and a dynamic port ion, respect ively. The presence of both stat ic and dynamic speckles can be interpreted as due to a 

largely stat ic global domain pat tern with part ly fluctuat ing domain walls.
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